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A Program for audio playback based on location.

What does location have to do with Audio or Music?
Audio and Location

- **Edutainment**
  - A Guided tour through Paris or the WVU campus
- **Enhancing the Visual Experience Through Music**
  - User made "paths and tours"
  - Listen to the same music of others, while observing the same visuals
- **Book**
  - Become a character from a book
- **History**
  - The London Underground
  - The Civil War
Some Functionality

- Making playlists of your favorite music based on location
- Ability to share your playlists with others
- Access audio tours based on location

- Textual Augmentation
- Images
- Maps
Implementation

- HTML 5
  - Java Script Geolocation
    - FF>=3.5
    - IPhone Safari
    - Safari
    - Android >=1.6
    - IE 8 (experimental)
  - `<audio>` tag
  - Flash fall back